148.5*210 mm
Digitalt Skjutmått 150, 200, 300 mm

Reading AB 60 mm
Accuracy LD 12 mm
C1 55 mm
Repeatability
Operation temperature
Storage temperature
Battery

0,01 mm
+ 0,02 + 0,00005xL mm
+ 0,01 mm
+5…40 ºC
-10…60 ºC
1,5 V Type SR 44

IN/MM
ZERO
ABS

Switch between metric and inch.
Zero set the display in any position.
(Only 2928-0146). Switch between absolute value and relative value. When INC
shows on the display a relative zero is set. Push again ABS button and the
display return to absolute value.
Replace battery when battery symbol is shown on the display. Battery life 1 year
continuous operation or 2 year under normal operation. Remove the battery if not
in use for a long time. The battery lid is placed on front side. Pull the lid down.
Avoid from contact of all kind of liquids, connection to voltage, magnetic fields,
shocks, impacts, drops etc. Use a dry rag or similar for cleaning. Lubricate all
metallic parts with fine oil to guaranty a good mechanical function and avoid rust.

BATTERY

MAINTENANCE

TROUBLE SHOUTING
Flashing digits
No display
Fixed digits

Possible causes
Low voltage
1. Low voltage
2. Poor contact
Accidental trouble in cicuit.

Digital Caliper 150, 200, 300 mm

Reading AB 60 mm
Accuracy LD 12 mm
C1 55 mm
Repeatability
Operation temperature
Storage temperature
Battery

0,01 mm
+ 0,02 + 0,00005xL mm
+ 0,01 mm
+5…40 ºC
-10…60 ºC
1,5 V Type SR 44

IN/MM
ZERO
ABS

Switch between metric and inch.
Zero set the display in any position.
(Only 2928-0146). Switch between absolute value and relative value. When INC
shows on the display a relative zero is set. Push again ABS button and the
display return to absolute value.
Replace battery when battery symbol is shown on the display. Battery life 1 year
continuous operation or 2 year under normal operation. Remove the battery if not
in use for a long time. The battery lid is placed on front side. Pull the lid down.
Avoid from contact of all kind of liquids, connection to voltage, magnetic fields,
shocks, impacts, drops etc. Use a dry rag or similar for cleaning. Lubricate all
metallic parts with fine oil to guaranty a good mechanical function and avoid rust.

BATTERY

MAINTENANCE

Solution
Replace the battery
1. Replace the battery
2. Clean the battery and battery seat. Make sure + is upside
Take out battery and replace it after 2 minutes.

TROUBLE SHOUTING
Flashing digits
No display
Fixed digits

PM

Possible causes
Low voltage
1. Low voltage
2. Poor contact
Accidental trouble in cicuit.

Solution
Replace the battery
1. Replace the battery
2. Clean the battery and battery seat. Make sure + is upside
Take out battery and replace it after 2 minutes.
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